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1) Introduction

 

COMPanion Corporation, based in Salt Lake City, Utah, is the maker of
Alexandria Library Systems. The majority of our market is made up of schools,
so, COMPanion has become increasingly aware of the need for a simple, logical
method to teach students information problem-solving skills. When we learned
about the Big6

 

TM 

 

Information Problem-Solving Process, it was very evident that
this was a method which met the criteria of being an easy, logical way to teach
information problem-solving skills. In January, 2002, COMPanion
Corporation formed a partnership with Big6

 

TM

 

 Associates. 

COMPanion Corporatioon recognizes that teacher-librarians have a crucial
leadership role in the information literacy education of today’s students. As part
of our commitment to teacher-librarians and the teaching of information
problem-solving skills, these Big6

 

TM

 

 sample lesson plans and forms have been
developed by our staff librarians as a service to teacher-librarians and
classroom teachers wanting to implement a Big6

 

TM

 

 curriculum into their
schools. We hope you will find them very useful.

These lesson plans have been designed using the Madeleine Hunter model of
lesson plan design. Each lesson covers one of the steps in the Big6

 

TM

 

 Information
Problem-Solving Process and is structured to take the students through a
research unit where they are taught research skills while following the Big6

 

TM

 

steps. After the students are familiar with the Big6

 

TM 

 

Information Problem-
Solving Process and have learned the skills that they need to be successful
information-seekers and users, the teacher-librarian and the classroom
teacher will design additional information-seeking assignments and lesson plans
that have the students use the skills they have learned and the Big6

 

TM

 

 process to
complete the assignment.

The Big6

 

TM

 

 lesson plans have been developed on three levels:

Elementary -- Appropriate for grades 3 - 4 

Middle -- Appropriate for grades 5 - 8

Secondary -- Appropriate for grades 9 -12

Forms and transparencies needed for the lessons are at the end of the file.
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2) Lesson One -- Task Definition

 

MATERIALS

 

Transparency or picture of a monster.
Blank transparencies, whiteboard and dry erase pen or a blackboard and chalk
Washable transparency pens
1 sheet of paper per student
1 Bull’s-Eye page for each child or a graphic organizer program 
Pencils if students do not bring their own.

 

REVIEW

 

Ask students:

• What have you been studying in ______ class?

• Why are you in the library today?

• What is your assignment? What is the general topic and what
restrictions or requirements has your teacher set? What are the
criteria for excellence? Is there an hypothesis or thesis state-
ment to guide your work? Who is the audience? How will you
divide up your time for the task? What is the finished product
supposed to be? How many sources are you supposed to use? 

Right now, I want you to take a piece of paper you have been given and write
what your assignment is in your own words. Remember to answer the questions
we have just discussed -- topic, criteria for excellence, audience, finished
product, etc. This will let your teacher know if you understand what you are
supposed to be doing. [Give the class 2 to 3 minutes to do this

 

.]

 

ANTICIPATORY SET

 

After the students have answered the questions in the REVIEW portion, ask them
if they remember the story, “Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” Have the
students relate what happened in the story. (You want them to bring out that
there were 3 things in each group -- cereal, chairs, and beds.) Talk about the
chairs -- one was too big, one was too small and one was just right.

Tell the students that choosing a topic is just like Goldilocks and the three
chairs. Some topics are too big, some topics are too small, but some are just the
right size. Today, we are going to talk about choosing a topic that is just the
right size.

If I told you that I make the most delicious cake in the world, would you want me
to make one just for you? It’s a Black Forest cake -- chocolate cake with
chocolate pudding in the center, whipped cream and cherry pie filling on top.
Yummmmmm. What would you say if all I brought you was one layer of cake --
no filling, no whipped cream, no cherry topping? Sure, you’d ask, “Where’s
the rest of it?” Right?

If you wanted a Black Forest cake, you’d want the whole thing -- cake, filling,
whipped cream and topping. When your teacher gives you a research project,
does the teacher want just part of the subject covered or the whole thing? Today
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we are going to also learn how to brainstorm so that we cover the whole topic
and not miss anything important.

You are going to be learning how to do research using a process called the Big 6

 

TM

 

Information Problem-Solving Process. It is a simple 6-step process that will
help you be successful on every information problem you have whether it’s a
school assignment, your part-time job, even if your information problem is
deciding on a date for the prom! The first step is called “Task Definition.” In
Task Definition, you define what your information problem is and what
information you need to solve the problem or do the assignment. That is why we
talked about your assignment. You will learn how to choose a “just-right” topic
-- just right in size as well as how well it fits the criteria the teacher has given
you, and you will learn how to decide what kinds of information are needed to
solve the information problem.

 

OBJECTIVE

 

At the end of the lesson, the students will be able to (1) define the information
problem presented by the assignment they have been given, (2) select a topic
that is “just right” in size and subject matter for the assignment and (3)
identify the information needed in order to fulfill the assignment.

 

INPUT AND MODELING

 

Let’s pretend that I have been given an assignment to do a 4-page informational 
report on an extinct animal.

 

Step 1. 

 

First, I will really read and think about the assignment. I will ask 
myself all those questions that I asked you about your assignment. 
This is the first part of task definition. It is making sure that I 
understand what is expected of me. I will ask the teacher questions 
to increase my understing of the assignment. If I do not understand 
what is expected of me, I might choose a topic that does not fit the 
requirements of the assignment, I might write a longer paper than 
is allowed, I might do any number of things which would cause my 
grade to be lower. Clarifying the assignment is a very important 
step.

 

 

 

Step 2. Next, I will list all the topics I can think of. Let’s see..... saber-
toothed tiger, trilobites, dragons, acrothele (a Cambrian 
brachiopod), dinosaurs, and so on.

Step 3. Now, I will look at the topics and decide if they fit the assignment.
How did I do? (Students should point out that dragons have not been
proven to have ever existed, so don’t fit the topic.)

Step 4. Next, I will look at the list and see if I have any “monster” topics
or “mini” topics. 

Show a graphic of a Monster. Tell the class that a “monster” topic is
one that is too broad to cover well in the required project. For
instance, books with several hundred pages are written about
dinosaurs. If my assignment was to write a 4-page report on an
extinct animal, can I cover dinosaurs thoroughly in that report? 

How could I still do something on dinosaurs and stay within the limits
set by the assignment AND cover the topic completely and well? (Get
the students to suggest doing a report on just one kind of dinosaur.)

What about acrothele, the brachiopod (shelled animal with two
shells) from the Cambrian period? What? You never heard of it?
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How successful do you think I would be doing a 4-page report on it?
This is what I would call a “mini” subject. It is too narrow because
there is not enough information on it to be able to do what the teacher
wants me to do. Should I just discard that topic or is there a
possibility of broadening the topic a bit to get enough to meet the
assignment criteria? [Take suggestions.]

Have the students give some guidelines that will help them decide if
the subject fits the assignment criteria and if it is a “monster”
subject, a “mini” subject, or a “just-right” subject. Comments
should include on topic (relevant), not too large to cover well and
enough information available to fulfill the requirements.

Step 5. The next step is to brainstorm all the things I should cover in my
project or report. Remember the cake, I know my teacher wants
the whole thing covered, not just part.

Let’s see... I’ll pick the Maiasaurus. Size, body covering (skin,
feathers, fur???)... What else should I cover? [Take suggestions
from class.] (Other possible subtopics: diet, when did it live,
reproduction (live or egg-layer), young, where did it live not only
place but what kind of climate or habitat, range, enemies.)

Step 6. Then, I group these subtopics and see if I can give a general heading
to any group. Okay, I can group size, appearance, body covering,
and teeth into one group. I’ll call it “Appearance.” [Ask students if
they see any other groupings.]

Step 7. We are ready to use the Bull’s-Eye. [Follow Bull’s-Eye
Instructions sheet at this point or, if you have a graphic organizer
program, you can use it at this time.]

 

GUIDED PRACTICE

 

Step 1. Let’s look at your assignment. What guidelines has the teacher
given you for choosing your subject? What criteria for excellence
has the teacher given you? How many sources do you need to
consult? What types of sources are required? Who is the audience?
What form should the product of the assignment have? Do you have
questions you need your teacher to answer to clarify the
assignment? If so, what? [Write the response(s) on the
blackboard or an overhead.]

Step 2. Let’s brainstorm for possible topics we could use for this
assignment. Let’s list as many as you can think of -- big or small.
[List them on the board or overhead.]

Step 3. Let’s look at the list. Do all of them fit the assignment? Why or
why not?

Step 4. Are any of these topics too broad -- “monster” topics? [If
students identify any as “monster” topics, have them tell why. If
you see some that would be “monster” topics that they have not
considered “monster” topics, ask “What about (topic)?”]

Step 5. Are there any that might be “mini” topics? How would you
determine if it is a “mini” topic?

Step 6. Next, we want to decide what subtopics we need to cover. Think of
my Black Forest cake -- does your teacher want only part or the
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whole thing? How do you come up with the subtopics you want to
cover? (Brainstorming)

Step 7. Choose one of the topics and brainstorm with the class on what
subtopics to cover.

• Person: Family, Education, Jobs, Hobbies, Attitudes, Awards,
Accomplishments, Life

• Animal: Appearance, Reproduction, Diet, Habitat, Enemies,
Adaptations, Uses

• Events: When, Cause, Effect, Who took part, Where, Turning
Point, Issues, Lasting Impact on Today’s World

Step 8. Group subtopics and fill out Bull’s-Eye. See Bull’s-Eye
Instructions. Remind them that as they research, they might learn
information that would fit in other subtopics that they had not
thought of and that they need to include to cover the topic
completely. That’s okay.

 

CLOSURE

 

Let’s see how well we have met our objective for this lesson.

• Can you tell me what you are supposed to do for your assignment
for (teacher’s name)? What are the requirements to complete the
assignment? What are the criteria for excellence?

• Can you tell me how you could tell if a topic is “just right” ?

• How are you going to decide what subtopics to cover?

• What kinds of information do you need to solve the information
problem -- textual, numerical, pictorial?

• Any questions before you begin the process for yourself?

 

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

 

Now you are ready to come up with your own topic. 

Step 1. On the back of the same sheet of paper that you used to write what
your assignment in your own words, you are going to write 2
paragraphs. In the first paragraph, you will write what your topic
is and why you think if fits the assignment. 

Step 2. In the second paragraph, you will write why you think it is a
“just-right” sized subject for the assignment and how you might
change it a bit if it proves to be a monster or “mini” topic.

Step 3. Next, you are going to take a Bull’s-Eye sheet following the
directions just as we did here in class and fill it out for your
subject. Both of these pages are due at the beginning of class
tomorrow.
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3) Lesson Two -- Information-
Seeking Strategies

 

MATERIALS

 

Transparency of types of sources
Handout of types of sources
1 sheet of paper per student
Pencils if students do not bring their ow

 

n.

 

REVIEW

 

• What is your assignment? [Review]

• What are the major points in defining the task and getting
started on a research project or answering an information prob-
lem?

• What did we say the first step in the Big6

 

TM 

 

was called? Why is
the first step called “Task Definition?” Why is this step such an
important one? What happens if you don’t understand the assign-
ment requirements?

 

ANTICIPATORY SET

 

Tod

 

ay, I am thinking about making cookies. What kind of cookies shall I make?
Chocolate chip? Snickerdoodles? Oatmeal raisin? Chocolate chip are my
favorite. That’s what I’ll bake.

Now that I have decided what cookies I want to make and I have my recipe right
here, what do I do next? I need to get the ingredients -- flour, sugar, salt, nuts,
eggs, vanilla, chocolate chips, shortening, milk. Okay!

Now, let’s see where should I go to get these ingredients? Sears? J. C. Penny’s?
Shopko? K-Mart? 7-11? [Get the students to tell you to go to a grocery store.]
A grocery store? Why? (It’s the best source.) Okay, I can do that.

Oh, wait a minute. I have some nuts here and some chocolate chips [Have some
that have been melted together.] I have had these walnuts for years! I’ve been
saving them to use in something special. Don’t you think this is a good time to
use them? Taste one and make a face. Tastes a bit rancid /spoiled. Should I use
them? What about these chocolate chips? Should I use them? Why not?

What you are telling me is that I need to go to a good place and get good
ingredients. That is what we need to do when we research a topic or information
problem. We need to know what sources are the best for us and how to judge the
information in the source to decide if it is good for what we are doing. My
walnuts might not work for making cookies, but they would be perfect if I
wanted to show someone how the taste of walnuts changes when they get old --
very old. We need to judge if the facts fit what we need.

I forgot that my oven isn’t working. I need to get it fixed first. My neighbor is a
good beautician. She cuts hair and does such a good job. I’ll ask her to fix it.
Don’t you think that is a good idea? Why not? So, you are telling me I should get
an expert -- someone who repairs ovens.
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Today, we are going to talk about Step Two in the Big6

 

TM 

 

Information Problem-
Solving Process. The second step is called “Information-Seeking Strategies.”
This is the step when you think about what sources are available and which ones
would be best to solve the information problem. This means not only looking at
the kind of source, but other things about it as well, such as relevance, age of
source, reliability of author, and so on.

 

OBJECTIVE

 

At the end of the lesson, the students will be able to determine the range of
possible sources, evaluate the different possible sources to determine which
source(s) will best fit their needs for the information problem, and evaluate
the information source to determine whether or not it is dated and/or if it fits
the needs of the information problem. Students will also be able to evaluate a
source for authority and accuracy.

 

INPUT AND MODELING

 

1.  Kinds of Sources. Review the kinds of sources available
using the overhead transparency.

2.  Discuss encyclopedias and how coverage may differ from
one set to another. 

 

Encyclopedias are the same and, yet differ from one set to another. 

* They differ by reading level. World Book Encyclopedia is written
on a lower level than Encyclopedia Britannica. 

* Some topics might be deleted because they are no longer of current
interest. For instance, the encyclopedias that were published right
after World War II had more articles about lesser heroes. These
people may not even be in the current edition except possibly
mentioned in an article on a battle. 

* Some topics may be covered by one encyclopedia and not by
another. Coverage may range from an index entry to a short fact at
the end of a full article.

 

3.  Discuss copyright dates and how that might affect the
source’s value.

 

If I am doing a report on dinosaurs and find two books, one published
in 1945 and one published in 2002, which one might be the better
source and why?

If I am doing a report the dinosaur theories from the first discovery
until now, would that change your opinion? Could both be valuable?
Why?

 

4.   Discuss internet sites and reliabil i ty of the source.

 

The Internet is fun to use, but “fun” doesn’t always make it the best
source or even a good source.

If it is faster to locate something in a printed source than on the
internet, then use the book. For instance, it is faster to look up
words in a dictionary which is as simple as looking between the book
covers rather than opening several programs on a computer to access
an electronic dictionary.

Things to consider when evaluating internet sites:
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•  

 

Readabi l i ty  -

 

- Is the reading level too high or too low? If you
are having trouble understanding the information, would you do
better with a different source?

•  

 

Authority 

 

-- Who is responsible for the content of the web-
site? What is the educational background of the person? Whose
information would you trust more a college student or a grade
school class?

•  

 

Accuracy 

 

-- Does the information agree with what you are
finding in other sources? Look at the grammar, spelling and typo-
graphical errors. These are indicators of quality control.

•  

 

Currency

 

 -- How old is the information? When was the web-
site written? When was it last revised?

•  

 

Coverage 

 

-- Is the web site under construction or complete?
Does it cover the whole topic or only parts of it? Look at the bib-
liography (sources) to see the age of the information that is being
quoted. How old is it?

 

Modeling

 

If I was assigned a topic such as meniscus that I did not know, I would have used a

 

dictionary

 

 during the Task Definition step in order to gain the most basic
understanding of what my subject was. 

Next, a good overview of the subject would be most helpful. This lets me learn
more about my subject without going into great depth right away. I can scan the
encyclopedia article and I might even realize that there are some areas I missed
when I was brainstorming for subtopics. An 

 

encyclopedia

 

 is a good source for
an overview.

Now, I am ready to think about what sources might be available to me and which
ones will be the best for solving my information problem.

Step 1. Because 

 

encyclopedias 

 

differ in coverage and reading level, I
will consult other encyclopedias to determine which would be the
best encyclopedic source for my project.

Step 2. Now I am ready to read about my subject in depth. This is the time
to look for books. I will search the library

 

 catalog

 

. I might need to
think of other subjects to search in case there are no books
specifically on my topic in the library. For instance, I might look
in a book on “dog breeds” because there are no books on “collies”
in my library. I need to remember to look at the copyright date of
the information and decide if what I find is outdated information or
not.

Step 3. Next, I will check a 

 

magazine index

 

 for any articles about my
subject. Articles might cover just a specific area of my subject to
cover the whole topic.

Step 4. 

 

Online databases 

 

and I

 

nternet sites 

 

can be very good sources.
I need to know how to use search engines and how to decide which
one best serves my needs. I need to make certain that I am not
spending a lot of time looking for information on the internet that I
could find easily in other sources. I also need to judge the value of
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the information based on its relevance to my topic, who wrote it,
how accurate it is, the age of the information, etc.

Step 5. I need to think of what other kinds of sources I could use. Can 

 

in terv iew 

 

an expert? Is there a

 

 video, CD-ROM program, 
television show

 

, etc. that would provide information for my 
information problem?

 

GUIDED PRACTICE

 

• Let’s think about the kinds of sources we have talked about. If I
am told to write a report on quahogs, where should I start? (Most
students will not know what a quahog is, so the answer is a dic-
tionary. If children in your area know what a quahog is, use kudu,
bongo, oryx, anticline or syncline.) Have a student look up what
a quahog (kudu, bongo, oryx anticline or syncline) is and tell the
class.

• What is the next source I should try? Why? [Guide them to
choosing an encyclopedia.] Have a student or students look up qua-
hogs in the encyclopedia. If it is not found in the first one, have
them check several. If still no luck or little luck, ask them what
other subjects might be checked to find something on quahogs.
(Answer: clams). Remember that it might be necessary to check
a larger subject which might contain information on the subject
being researched.

• What would be the next best place to search? [Guide them to
saying “books” if the subject is a common one or Internet for
something like “quahogs.”] 

• Continue through the kinds of sources. Ask if there are any that
would not work for quahogs. (Atlas and almanac.) 

• Hold up two copies of the same encyclopedia title (one very old,
the other current.) Ask if there are times that the copyright date
might make a difference. If it is a country and you want the most
recent population figures or the name of the current ruler of the
country, which is better? Remind them that the date of publica-
tion might affect the source’s value.

• Give two examples of internet sites on the same subject one a
scholarly work and the other the work of an elementary school
student or class. Ask which one would be more valuable and why.

 

CLOSURE

 

Let’s see how well we have met the objective for this lesson:
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• Tell me some kinds of sources you could consult for your
research.

• Tell me some that you might eliminate from the list of possible
sources and why.

• Tell me how you would judge whether or not it is a good source
for you.

 

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

 

Have the students fill out a Sources Priority sheet. This sheet should be turned
in for grading. On the back, students should write a paragraph on how to
determine whether or not a source is a good source to solve the information
problem.
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4) Lesson Three -- Location and 
Access

 

MATERIALS

 

Transparencies as needed:
Search screens for computer catalog or examples of card catalog cards 

[Alexandria search screen transparencies provided]
Dewey Decimal System [you provide]
Periodical index (on-line or Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature)  

[you provide]
Internet searching [you provide]
Various Boolean searches
Table of contents and an index page [you provide]

Transparency of the Sources sheet
Washable transparency pens
1 Sources worksheet per student
Pencils if students do not bring their own

 

REVIEW

 

Ask the students:

• What are the first two steps in the Big6

 

TM

 

?

• What is Task Definition? What did we do in this step?

• What are information-seeking strategies? What did we do in
this step?

 

ANTICIPATORY SET

 

Have you ever been on a scavenger hunt? What did you have to find? How did you
know what to find? How did you find it? Did it take a long time? Why? 

Let’s compare your research project with a scavenger hunt. What do you have to
find? How do you know what to find? How are you going to find it? Will it take a
long time? Why or why not?

Finding information is a scavenger hunt using the library and it’s resources.
You don’t have to go many homes, but there are many “doors” that you can check
for the information that you need. Finding information sources could be called
LOCATING information sources. You have to search (scavenge) for information,
and you have to open the doors so you can get the things you need. That could be
called ACCESSING. In brief, “Location” means physically locating the
information, i.e. finding the book on the shelf, bringing up a database or website
on the computer. “Access” means finding the information within the source,
most often using the table of contents, index, and guide words (as in a
dictionary), even page numbers, or using search techniques, subject or
keyword searching, Boolean searching, etc., to find information in a database or
on a website.

Today, we are going to talk about locating and accessing information. This is Step
Three in the Big6

 

TM 

 

Information Problem-Solving Process. You know your
assignment and what kinds of information you need to complete the task. We have
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talked about the kinds of sources that are available to you. Now, we are going to
talk about actually locating information sources and accessing information
within the sources.

 

OBJECTIVES 

 

At the end of the lesson, the students will be able to locate sources intellectually
and physically using the library catalog, Internet search engines, a magazine
index as well as the Dewey Decimal Classification System and to access
information within the sources using the table of contents and the index for
print sources and electronic search engine techniques for Internet sites and
online databases.

INPUT AND MODELING
The first “door” in the library to locating information is the l i b r a r y
catalog. [Based upon the type of library catalog you have (card or automated),
teach or review how to search your catalog.]

The Dewey Decimal Classification System helps you to locate the books
and other materials on the shelf and elsewhere in the library. [Teach or review
the Dewey Decimal Classification System.] 

The second “door” is a magazine index. Magazines are also called periodicals
since they come out “periodically.” Thus, you might hear someone call an index
for magazines a periodical index. Sometimes, the “summary” or “abstract” of a
particular article will give the information you need and you will not have to
search the article itself. [Based upon the type of magazine index that you use,
teach the students how to search it.]

The next “door” is an In ternet  or online database search engine. [Teach
the students about the different kinds of search engines and how to use them to
find information in electronic databases and on Internet sites. Teach such
searching techniques as subject searching, keyword searching, and Boolean
searching.]

Sometimes, you have to go to a general source such as a book on “dogs” to find
information on “collies.” There are two “doors” for a book -- the “front” door
is the table of contents and the “back” door is the index. [Teach or review how to
use the table of contents and the index in a book. Teach or review using guide
words for finding information in such alphabetically-arranged books as
dictionaries.]

GUIDED PRACTICE
Step 1. Using the teaming approach, assign each team a different kind of

source to check for the sample topic you are using. Remind them
that it is a “shopping list” for later note-taking, not a time for
note-taking right now. Record the information that each team
brings back on the Sources worksheet transparency having them
tell you what to fill in.

• Have one team check encyclopedias and report back on the dif-
ferences in coverage of your sample topic and how they deter-
mined which one was the best.

• Have another team check the library catalog and list sources
they find. If they had to think of related or broader topics to check,
have them tell what they used.
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• Have another group find sources on the internet or online data-
bases and tell why they wrote down the websites they chose as
being best.

• Have another group check the magazine indexing source for
articles on the subject and tell why they chose the ones they did.

Step 2. Ask:
• Should we check the atlas or the almanac? Why or why not?

• Whom could we interview about (subject)? [Take suggestions.]

CLOSURE
Let’s see how well we have met our objective.

• Can you tell me how to search the library catalog?

• Can you tell me how to use a search engine to access information
in an electronic database or Internet site?

• Can you tell me how to search for a magazine article?

• What features in a book will help you locate information in the
book?

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
We are going on a source hunt.

Step 1. You have your Sources sheet. I want you to find as many sources as
you can for your topic. Remember, we are not taking notes right
now, we are just listing possible sources.

Step 2. If any of the source types are not going to be good source for your
topic, put a line through it and write “N/A” which means “not
applicable.” Be sure you know why the source is not applicable
because I might ask you!

Step 3. If you search and do not find anything on your topic in the source
write “Not Found.”

Step 4. On the back of your source worksheet, write the ideas that you
thought about when deciding a source was useful or not.

Step 5. If you have had to search using a different, but related topic, for
example “dogs” instead of “collies”, check the index for those
sources and give the pages on which the information about your
topic is found.
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5) Lesson Four -- Use of 
Information

MATERIALS
1 simple non-fiction book such as An Octopus is Truly Amazing
Transparency of filled out Bull’s-Eye or graphic organizer from Lesson 1
Transparency of Bibliographic Form page
Transparency of Notes page
Washable transparency pens
1 Bibliographic Form page per student
2 - 4 Notes pages per student (1 for guided practice and others for taking notes)
Pencils for students if they do not bring their own
Students will need their Sources worksheet and their Bull’s-Eye or graphic

organizer page

REVIEW
We have been doing the Big6TM Information Problem-Solving Process. Ask the
students:

• Who can remember what the first step was? What is Task def-
inition and why is it so important? What did we do in that step?

• What was the second step? What did we do in that step?

• What was the third step? What did we do in that step?

ANTICIPATORY SET
Hold up a very small Post-It Notes® pad. Ask the students: “What is this? What
do you use it for? Why are they called ‘Post-It Notes’ instead of ‘Post-It
Messages’ or ‘Post-It Letters’?”

Today, we are going to talk about Step Four in the Big6TM Information Problem-
Solving Process. It is called “Use of Information” and calls for students to
engage (read, hear, view, touch) the information in a source and to extract
relevant information from a source. Notice -- nowhere does it say COPY! Read,
hear, view, touch and extract. When you take notes, you are taking out, or
“extracting” information from your source and writing notes about that
information.

OBJECTIVE
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to extract relevant information
(take notes) from a source.

INPUT AND MODELING
Let’s look at the Notes page. It is specifically designed to help you all the way
through your research. Use it properly and you will save yourself a great deal of
time. First, enter the bibliographic information on your source using the
correct bibliographic format. See your handout on Bibliographic Form for
examples.
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The body of the page is divided into two parts. The left side of each line is for the
keyword, subject, or subtopic for which you have found information. The right
side is for the notes on that subtopic. Later, when you are organizing your
information, you will not have to read through every entire notes page looking
for facts about a subtopic. You will be able to scan the left side of each page and
quickly determine if any information on that page is about the subtopic. This
will help you to organize your notes and save you a great deal of time. 

Also, when you get ready to do your bibliography, you will be able to have all the
bibliographic information even if you have returned the source. You can just
put your notes pages in order and then copy the bibliographic entries onto a
sheet of paper. This is so much easier than working from a stack of books! Just
remember to be very careful when you copy the information.

NOTE: Bibliographic entries may have to be a lesson in itself.

I am going to model for you how I would fill out the bibliographic entry. Each of
you take a Notes page and a Bibliographic Form page from the center of the table
and follow along. Write on yours exactly what I write on mine. First, I look at
the title page and determine which kind of source I have. This is a (one author
book, two author book, encyclopedia, etc.). I find the correct kind of
bibliographic entry on my Bibliographic Form page. (Demonstrate using the
Bibliographic Form page having the students follow along on their own.) Then,
following the example, I write the bibliographic entry for my source.
[Demonstrate the process.]

Now for note-taking.

[ An Octopus is Truly Amazing is a useful title because the text is very easily
comprehended by almost all fourth and fifth graders.]

Note-taking means writing a word or short phrase to remind you about
information that you read, hear, or view. The notes page is not the place to write
your report. Writing whole sentences takes too much time. Save yourself time
by writing only enough to remind you of what you have read. If you were
watching a program on television featuring six gymnasts. There are two men and
four women. One of the women won an Olympic Gold Medal. How could you write
that quickly in a shorter way? (6 gymnasts, 2 men, 4 women - 1 Gold
medalist.)

Note-taking is NOT copying sentences word-for-word from a source. Instead,
you think of a shorter way to write the most important information down in
your notes. Did you know that if you copy down sentences word-for-word
without including the name of the author who wrote those words, you are guilty
of “plagiarism.” It means to steal and pass off the ideas or words of another as
one’s own. Think about it. Is it fair to the author for you to pretend that you
thought those thoughts and wrote those words? If you want to write down
information just as it appears in your source, you need to use quotation marks
and give the author’s name. [Review the use of quotation marks in class.]
Remember, your teacher is not stupid. He/She knows how well you write -- and
you don’t write like people who write encyclopedia article. 

We used the Bull’s-Eye (or graphic organizer __________) to organize the
subtopics about which we needed to find information. Here is my Bull’s-Eye for
my topic. [Review the Bull’s-Eye.] As I read, I am going to be looking for
answers / information for these subtopics.
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Now, I am going to demonstrate how I would read and take notes. [Show book.)
This is a book with a very simple text, so it is perfect for demonstrating note-
taking. As I read, I am going to have the subtopics from my Bull’s-Eye in mind
and, when I see something that fits, I am mentally going to say “Stop.” I will
pause, think about what I have read and then write the appropriate subtopic on
the left side of the line and my notes in as few words as possible on the right side
of my Notes page.

Read until you have read something that pertains to one of your subtopics, then
say, “Stop.” I read ________________ which is information about (sub-
topic). I will write the subtopic, ________, on the left side of the line and
_________ (information about the subtopic) on the right side of the line.

Now, I will continue reading. Read more and say “Stop” at the appropriate time
and repeat the steps. Do this for several lines of note-taking including a change
in the information that signals a change in subtopic. Let them know that if the
next information found is on the same subtopic, it is not necessary to write the
subtopic again. Write a new subtopic when the information changes subject.

GUIDED PRACTICE
Now we are ready to try note-taking as a group. This is the procedure that I am
going to follow. I am going to read slowly. When you hear something that applies
to one of the subtopics on my Bull’s-Eye, say, “Stop” loudly as you raise your
hand. This is one time it is okay to speak first, then raise your hand. I will call
on you and you tell me what subtopic you would write on the left side and what
notes you would write on the right side. Remember, the notes should be a word
or a short phrase.

Read stopping when a student says “Stop” and ask “What is the subtopic?”
“What information did you hear?” “How shall I write that in my notes?” If the
student gives too long a phrase, respond with, “I don’t want to write that much.
Is there a shorter way to write it?” 

Continue the process until most of the students are calling out “Stop” at an
appropriate time and can give appropriate responses. If students do not call out
“Stop” and you have read several sentences containing information for which
they should have called out “Stop,” pause and tell them that you are going to
back up and reread some of the text because you heard information that applied
to some of the subtopics, but no one had called out “Stop.” So, let’s try it again.

CLOSURE
Review time.

• What have you learned about filling out the Notes page?

• What will help you with the bibliographic entries?

• What are the two sides of the Notes page?

• How do we take notes?

• Why do we not write notes in full sentences?

• What is it called when you copy information word-for-word and
do not use question marks nor give credit to the author by writing
the author’s name?
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Students will use the sources listed on their Sources sheets and take notes using
the Notes pages.
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6) Lesson Five -- Synthesis

MATERIALS
Jigsaw puzzle
Blank transparency 
Washable transparency pens
Bull’s-Eye transparency filled out
Students’ Bull’s-Eyes and Notes pages
Pencils for students if they do not bring their own
Sample Bibliography page for each student
Sample Outline page for each student
Transparency of Sample Bibliography cut into individual entries

REVIEW
Ask the students:

• What are the four steps of the Big6TM that we have used so far?

• Can you tell me what we did in each step?

ANTICIPATORY SET
Bring a jigsaw puzzle and show it to the class. How is this jigsaw puzzle like
your research? (It is still in pieces and needs to be assembled.) Is there a
logical way to go about putting one of these puzzles together? (Do the edges first,
group similar colored pieces, etc.)

These steps that you have given are just as valid for your completing this
project. You have all the pieces (or should have all the pieces) and now it is
time to put it all together. This is Step Five of the Big6TM Information Problem-
Solving Process which is called “Synthesis.” Synthesis means putting
something together, making something.

OBJECTIVES 
At the end of this lesson, the students will be able to organize the information
they have gathered from multiple sources and create an outline and a product
that meets the criteria of the assignment and shows what they have learned.
They will also compile a bibliography of the sources consulted.

INPUT AND MODELING
After taking notes from all my sources, I am ready to complete the product. The
teacher is not going to accept just notes, so I must go back to the assignment to
remind myself of the form in which I am to present my information product. I
am going to approach this as if the expected product is a research paper. Let me
demonstrate to you how easy this is going to be.

Step 1. Let’s start with the Bull’s-Eye (or graphic organizer). Get yours
out. Here’s mine. Remember how in the first lesson we decided the
order in which to talk about each major subdivision and then each
of the subdivisions under it? Now I am going to make an outline
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showing the order. [Use the steps on the Bull’s-Eye Instructions
sheet for this step.]

Step 2. Now that I have determined the order in which I want to cover the
material, I am ready to start writing. At this point, I look at the
first main subtopic and it is ___________ with the first
subtopic under that being __________. 

Step 3. I spread out my Notes pages and look for the these terms in the left
column of the Notes page. Because I have written these subtopics in
this column, it is easy to locate the information I have collected. I
will look at all the information for this category and then write
that portion. As I use each piece of the information, I will put a
check beside it to remind myself that I have covered that
information. Next, I will look for those entries related to the
second subtopic under this main subtopic. Then, I will repeat this
process for all the other subtopics under this main subtopic.

Step 4. I repeat this process for all the other main subtopics until I have
covered everything on my Bull’s-Eye / outline. Easy, isn’t it? It
just took a bit of organization.

Step 5. Next, I want to compile my bibliography. Remember, the
bibliography is the list of sources that were used. They are listed
in alphabetical order by the first word or name of the entry, for
print, usually the author[‘s last name is used to put the source in
alphabetical order in the bibliography. When there are two or
more authors, use the last name of the first author printed on the
title page. Websites are listed in alphabetical order with other
sources, but the name of the website is used instead of an author’s
name. Let me show you how simple this can be.

Step 6. Take all your Notes pages and put them in the alphabetical order
according to the directions just given. Just like this. [Demonstrate
with some Notes pages with bibliographic entries on them.]

Step 7. Once they are in order, you just copy very carefully the
bibliographic entry that you have already made right onto your
bibliography page. Then, go to the next one in order and copy it.
Repeat this process until all the bibliographic entries are copied
onto your bibliography. Then, go back and proofread (double check
for accuracy.) Now, you’re finished!

GUIDED PRACTICE
Step 1. I want you to help me write an outline for my Bull’s-Eye. [Have

students tell you what comes next, how far to indent, etc. until it is
completed.]

Step 2. Looking at my outline, what would I look for first on the Notes
page? What do I do as I locate each of these subtopics?

Step 3. Now, we are going to put the following bibliographic entries in
order. Use the bibliographic entries from the sample bibliography
that have been cut into individual strips. Have the students decide
which one goes first, second, third, etc.
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CLOSURE
Review time:

The Bull’s-Eye enables you to quickly make an outline to follow in synthesizing
information. The left column on the Notes pages contains these subtopics and
sub-subtopics. By looking at the outline for the next subtopic and then looking
for the matching information in the left column of the Notes page, you can
quickly find the information to include in the order you need it. Lastly, by
putting your Notes pages in alphabetical order by the first letter of the
bibliographic entry at the top of the page, you have everything ready to compile
your bibliography.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Students will:

• Create an outline.

• Create a product (synthesis) that satisfies the requirements of
the assignment.

• Compile the bibliography of sources used during the informa-
tion problem-solving process.
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7) Lesson Six -- Evaluation

MATERIALS
Movie review or a transparency of a movie review
Restaurant review or a transparency of a restaurant review
Report card or a transparency of a report card
Transparency of Product Evaluation rubric
Transparency of Process Evaluation rubric
Blank transparency
Washable transparency pens
1 Product Evaluation rubric page for each student
1 Process Evaluation rubric page for each student
1 sheet of paper for each student
Pencils if the students do not bring their own

REVIEW
We have been doing research the Big6TM Information Problem-Solving Process.
Ask the students:

• Who can remember the name of the first step? What did we do
in that step? Why is Task Definition one of the most important
steps of the Big6TM?

• What is the name of the second step? What did we do in that step?

• What was the third step? What did we do in that step?

• What is the name of the fourth step? What did we do in that step?

• What was the fifth step? What did we do in that step?

ANTICIPATORY SET
Hold up a report card and a movie or restaurant review column. What do these
things have in common? [When the students come up with rating or evaluation,
tell them that they are correct.]

Why do we care about the ratings of a movie or a restaurant? Do you care which
rating the teacher gives you in your subjects? Who cares?

If a restaurant or movie is rated high, what happens? What if the restaurant or
movie is rated low? Do restaurants or movie producers care about these
ratings? Do the ratings help them? How? [Lead the students to say it can help
restaurants see what they are doing well and where and what they need to
improve.]

What about your report card? Does it tell you the areas where you are doing fine
and the areas where you need to improve?

What do you think the last step of 

the Big6TM is? Right. It is Evaluation. We need to take time to reflect how good
the product is. How could you make it better if you had a second chance? You also
need to reflect on how well you followed the Big6TM process, how well it worked
for you and how you can improve your ability to use the process so you can do
better the next time.
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Getting a low grade doesn’t help anyone become better. Understanding what what
was done wrong or poorly and why that caused a low grade to be given, tha and
having a plan to improve does help you to do better work the next time.

OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to judge the effectiveness of the
product and the efficiency and effectiveness of their use of the Big6TM

Information Problem-Solving Process (information literacy process). They
also will devise a plan to improve the product and their use of the process
during their next information problem-solving assignment.

INPUT AND MODELING
Use overhead transparencies of the two rubric pages. Talk about how you would
reflect on each area, the possible answers and how you would rate yourself.

Show how, if you didn’t understand the bibliographic format very well, that you
might rate yourself low in that area and, then on the Improvement Plan paper,
you might say that you would arrange to meet with the librarian for some
individual instruction. Then, you would study, create another bibliography and
ask the librarian to correct it.

Let the students know that in reviewing their product and process evaluations,
their assignment papers and actual products, you have information on how well
you did as a teacher-librarian in helping them to understand and use the Big6TM

Information Problem-Solving Process. Reviewing these can help you be a better
teacher of information problem-solving skills.

Remind the students to evaluate if they have been fair to authors in using their
information. Have they used quotation marks when using an author’s words?
Have they given credit for all the sources they consulted?

GUIDED PRACTICE
Have the students start with the Product Evaluation rubric sheet and remind
them to be brutally honest as they fill it out. It won’t change the grade the
teacher gives them, but it is a tool to help them improve on future information
problem-solving assignments. 

Read the rubric levels for each category and have the students circle the one that
fits his or her product. Repeat the process with the Process Evaluation rubric
sheet.

Have the students use a piece of paper to write an improvement plan which
details ways to improve bothe the product and their use of the information
problem-solving process in future information problem-solving assignments.
For instance, if they felt lacking in evaluation skills when evaluating sources,
they could read about how to evaluate, have the librarian model how she would
evaluate a web site or printed source.

Next, have the students evaluate their ethical use of information in the product
based upon paraphrasing versus plagiarism, following copyright law, and
acknowledging sources. 

CLOSURE
Today, we have discussed evaluating the product and the process. Assessing what
you have done and following through with your improvement plan will make you
successful in researching.
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
This step was done during guided practice. These assignments should be turned
in for grading. Further independent practice will take place in future
assignments.
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Name                                                    Class                       

1. On the back of this paper, brainstorm all possible subtopics for your topic that you believe you should cover
in your project.
2. Using the bull’s-eye, put your topic in the center circle.
3. Organize your subtopics into groups and put the main subtopics in the first circle out from the center circle.
Decide which should be covered first, second, third, etc. Use Roman numerals to label them.
4. In the next circle out, put the subtopics from each group with the proper main subtopic, like branches from
a limb. Decide for each group which should be covered first, second, third, etc. in that group. Use capital letters
to label them. Remember to start your lettering (A, B, C, etc.) again for each group.
5. In the next circle out, put the subtopics that fall under those subtopics in the previous ring. This is like
leaves on a branch. Use Arabic numerals to label them in the order they should be covered. Remember to start
numbering again for each group.
6. If you need to go still further, use the area outside the bull’s-eye and use lowercase letters. (This may be the
level where the information you find would be entered.
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BULL’S-EYE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Put the subject in center circle. The line of the center circle is equivalent to the left margin

of a piece of paper.

2.  The second circle out is for main subtopics. For instance, on a country, it would be geogra-
phy, history, government, culture, people, etc. Things appearing in this circle get ROMAN
NUMERALS. (TRICK: Have students draw a line between the inner circle and the next circle
out - BUT NO FURTHER - and write on the line.)

3. The third circle out is for subtopics of the those subtopics in the second circle. For instance,
geography could be divided into bordering countries, area in square miles, location (conti-
nent, hemisphere, etc.), principle cities, bodies of water, land types, etc. Things in this cir-
cle get UPPERCASE letters. (Use lines again, made like branches or fingers off the line in the
second circle.)

4. The fourth circle out is for subtopics of those subtopics in the third circle. For instance,
bodies of water could be rivers and lakes, land types could have subdivisions of deserts,
plains, jungles, mountain ranges, etc. These items would get ARABIC NUMERALS. Use lines
again as in #3.

5. The area outside the bull’s-eye proper can also be used and terms in this area would be sub-
topics of the subtopics in the fourth circle and would receive LOWERCASE letters. Use lines
again as in #3.

THE PROCESS:
1. To teach the students the process, select a topic and write the topic in the center circle. If the

teacher-librarian uses himself / herself as the topic, it is easy to ask them what they would
want to know about that person, but a country or animal work well also. Make a list on an
overhead transparency. Between the student suggestions and a few comments / inclusions by
the teacher-librarian, guide them to having all the ideas you want and need to fill out the
chart.

2. When the list has been made, start grouping them asking “What things go together?” As the
groupings develop, pick a word or phrase as the main subtopic. For example, geography
would be the main subtopic for such things as bodies of water, mountains, area, and principle
cities.

3. Point to the second circle (main subtopics) and tell them that entries in this circle get
Roman numerals. Write “Roman numerals” and “I, II, III” in this circle. Write the main
sub-topics determined in step 2 in this circle. Ask, “Which one should we talk or write
about first?” “What shall I label it?” Label it “I”. “Which one should we cover second?”
“What shall I label it?” Label it “II.” Continue this process until all items are labeled with
Roman numerals. Explain that sometimes there is a logical order suggested by time, etc.

4. Point to the fourth circle and tell them that all terms appearing in this circle get Arabic
numerals. Write “Arabic Numerals” “1, 2, 3" in this circle. Referring back to the list and
groupings made during steps 1 and 2, have the students determine which items if any would
be subtopics of those in the second circle. Ask, “Are there any subtopics in the list that we
should put under (subtopic from circle 2)?” Example: Lakes and rivers would be subtopics
of bodies of water. Repeat this until all subtopics that should appear at this level have been
entered. (Think “fingers at the end of an arm.”)



5. Point to the area outside the bull’s-eye and tell the students that all terms appearing at this
level get lowercase letters. Write “Lowercase” “abc” in this area. If there are any exten-
sions in this area, label them. (If a person is the topic in the center, the second circle out is
Life, third circle has Family, fourth circle has Parents, and outside the circle is Mother and
Father.)

6. Point out that there is a pattern: numbers, letters, numbers, letters. Ask, “If there was
another circle out, what kind of label would it have?” Answer is numbers 1), 2), 3).

7. Ask the students where they will find the information to extend some of these areas. For
instance, a subtopic for a person could be hobbies. The answer: by searching souurces for
information - researching! Point out that the information they find through research will be
included in their outlines as entries at the appropriate level - uppercase, Arabic numerals,
lowercase, etc.

8. Next, tell the students to imagine that the circles are made of string and you cut the string and
stretch it out straight up and down a piece of paper. The circle around the topic becomes the
left margin. Call to their attention that all those things that are in the second circle (the lines
again) begin at the left margin. Point out that the next line is the same distance to the right of
the left margin and all things on it begin the same distance from the left margin making them
indented a bit to the right. Go to the next circle out and show that the process repeats itself
with each successive line being further right from the left margin and all things in that cir-
cle start the same distance from the left margin. Illustrate this by drawing the lines on
another transparency and then start filling in the outline using the “What do I put first?”
“What do I put next?” type of questioning so that they see how it looks all lined up in outline
form.

9. Have each student fill out a bull’s-eye on the chosen topic. Students should convert the
bull’s-eye to an outline after completing the research phase so that the information gathered
during research can be included in the outline.



SAMPLE BULL’S-EYE
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Reference Sources

Dictionary
Dictionaries provide the pronunciation, spelling, definition and history of words.

Thesaurus
A thesaurus is like a dictionary, but, instead of definitions of words, it will provide alternate
word choices. The most common use for a thesaurus is to identify synonyms or antonyms.

Encyclopedias
General encyclopedias such as the World Book Encyclopedia are made up of articles about
many different subjects covering all areas of knowledge. The articles are arranged in alpha-
betical order. It is a good place to start research because the information given is a good
overview of the topic. The index provides links to subjects that are too small for an article,
but are mentioned in other articles. It also gives related articles which contain information
on the subject.

Almanacs
Almanacs are excellent sources for statistical information such as winners in Olympic com-
petitions, population of states, etc. There are articles on a wide variety of topics, but the
articles are very short. For instance, you might find an article less than a column in length
on a country while an encyclopedia may have an article 40 pages long on the same country.

Atlas
An atlas is a collection of maps made into a book. The atlas may be a world atlas, an atlas of a
specific country or state, or it may be a topical atlas such as an atlas of Civil War battles.

Gazetteer
A gazetteer is a list of place names and includes information such as longitude, latitude and
population.

Biographical Dictionary
A biographical dictionary is an alphabetical listing of short articles about various people.
Some biographical dictionaries are The Dictionary of American Biography, and Who’s Who in
America. A biographical source that contains articles that are longer is Current Biography
which is an annual publication that contains articles on people who became well-known dur-
ing that year. For instance, if a baseball player breaks the homerun record in that year, he
will probably be in Current Biography for that year.
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SOURCES PRIORITY SHEET
1. In the chart below, write the sources you will check in the order that you 
will check them. Under reason, tell why you would check the first source 
first, the second source second and so on.

2. In the chart below, list any sources you will not check and why.

3. What are other subjects that might contain information on the subject. 
(Remember “quahogs” and “clams.”)
__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
4. What are some things to consider when deciding if a source is a good 
source?

_________________   ___________________   ___________________
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Name                                                               Class                                                       

SOURCES
MAIN TOPIC                                                                                                   

OTHER SUBJECTS TO CHECK                                                                          

Directions: Using the reference sources listed below, check to see if your topic is covered in them.
Write the information asked for in the blanks. If there is no entry for your topic, write “Not Found” or “Not
Applicable.”

DICTIONARY: Title:                                                                    Pub. Yr.         Page          

ENCYCLOPEDIA: Title                                                    Year        Vol.         Pages            

                         Title                                                   Year         Vol.         Pages           

COMPUTER  Title                                                                         Call #                                
CATALOG: 
                  Title                                                                      Call #                              

                  Title                                                                      Call #                              

                  Title                                                                      Call #                              

MAGAZINE: Title                                                      Date                    Pages                    

                  Title                                                     Date                    Pages                    

                  Title                                                      Date                    Pages                    

INTERNET: URL                                                                                                                

                URL                                                                                                                 

                URL                                                                                                                 

                URL                                                                                                                 

OTHER                                                                                                                             
RESOURCES:
                                                                                                                                       

ALMANAC: Title                                                         Year                Pages                      

ATLAS:     Title                                                                                Pages                      

www.companioncorp.com



BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORM

1. Encyclopedia, almanac, or atlas (print):
“Art icle name (i f  given),” Name of reference source. Edition year.

 Example:
“Dogs, ”  World Book Encyclopedia. 2002 ed.

2 . Book -- One Author:
Author (last name first). Title. City of Publication: Publisher, Copyright Date.

Example:
Fichter, George S. Working Dogs. New York: Franklin Watts, 1979.

3 . Book -- Two Authors:
Author (last name first), and second Author (first name first). Title. City of Publication: Publisher, 

Copyright Date.

Example:
Pinkwater, Jill, and D. Manus Pinkwater. Superpuppy: How to Choose, Raise, and Train the Best Possible 

Dog for You. New York: Seabury Press, c1977.

4 . Magazine or newspaper article:
Author (if known). “Article Name.” Magazine or Newspaper Name Date: Page(s).

Example:
Cramer, Richard Ben. “They Were Heroes, Too.” Parade Magazine Apri l  1, 2001: 74-6.

5 . Internet -- WWW sites (World Wide Web) or online databases:
Author (last name first). “Full t it le of work.” Title of complete work if applicable. Date of visit <full 

http address>.

Example:
Paintadosi-Ward, Yvette. “Raising a puppy for narcotics, search-and-rescue, cadaver, or patrol 

work . ”  Working Dog. 9 SEP 2002 <http://www.workingdogs.com/doc0036.htm>.

6 . Email, Listserv, and Newsletter Citations:
Author (last name first). “Subject line from the posting.” Address of the listserv or newslist. Date. 

(For personal email listings, the address may be omitted.).

Example:
Jones, Diane. “Question: New Puppy!” questions@doggiedoor.com. 23 MAR 2000.

7 . Video, Computer Program, Film, Filmstrip, or Other Media:
“Tit le of Media,” Title of Series Type of Media. Producer, Copyright Date.

Example:
“Basic Obedience: Video Dog Training Course for the Entire Family.” “Teach Me, Please” Videocas-

sette. Jean Smith, 2001.

8. Online or CD-ROM Encyclopedia:
“Art icle name (if  given),” Name of reference source. CD ROM. Producer. Date.

Example:
“Dogs , ”  Encarta. CD RO. Microsoft. 2002.

9. Interview,  Observat ion,  Field Tr ip,  Museum Visi t :
Source Name (last name first). Source of Information. Place: Date.

Example:
Jones, Robert. Interview. Chicago, Illinois: May 17, 2000.

                                                                                                      Compatible with Modern Language Association Style Manual, 1999 ed.     
                                                                                                                                                www.companioncorp.com



Name                                                         Class                              
NOTES

Enter source of information below using correct bibliographic entry format:
                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                     

adapted from note card used by Salt Lake City School District
www.companioncorp.com

Subtopic or Keywords Notes (Remember -short phrases, not sentences)



Name                                                  Class                               

PROCESS EVALUATION
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POOR FAIR GOOD VERY 
GOOD EXCELLENT

USE OF 
CLASS TIME

Wasted a lot of 
time or didn’t 
work

Worked some, but 
not all the time

Worked at least 
half of the time

Worked most of 
the time

Always on task and 
working

TASK DEFINI-
TION

Could not identify 
what the assign-
ment was

Vague idea of 
what had to be 
done

Good understand-
ing of what the 
assignment was

Very good under-
standing of what 
the assignment 
was

Excellent grasp of 
what assignment was

BRAINSTORM-
ING

Little or no brain-
storming for sub-
topics

Some brainstorm-
ing for subtopics

Most subtopics 
identified

Good detailed 
brainstorming for 
subtopics

Excellent brainstorm-
ing and organization of 
subtopics

INFORMATION 
SEEKING 

STRATEGIES

Unable to deter-
mine kinds of 
sources to use

Needed quite a bit 
of help determin-
ing kinds of 
sources to use 
and evaluating 
sources

Needed some help 
in determining 
kinds of sources 
to use and evalu-
ating sources

Very little help 
needed to deter-
mine kinds of 
sources to use. 
Good evaluation 
skills

Excellent skills for 
determining kinds of 
sources to use and 
evaluating sources

LOCATON AND 
ACCESS

Unable to locate 
sources without 
help

Needed quite a bit 
of help finding 
sources

Needed some help 
in finding sources

Very little help 
needed to find 
sources

No help needed.   
Excellent finding skills

USE OF
INFORMATION

Few, if any, notes. 
Notes not done as 
instructed

Some notes, not 
done as 
instructed

Good notes, but 
too many sen-
tences

Very good 
amount of notes, 
notes page used 
correctly most of 
the time.

Excellent notes in 
quantity and quality. 
Notes page used cor-
rectly

SYNTHESIS -- 
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not done or 
extremely poorly 
done

Done, but many 
errors

Some errors in 
format, but gen-
eral understand-
ing good.

Few errors. Shows 
understanding of 
bibliographic for-
mat

Very few if any errors. 
Excellent understand-
ing of bib. format

SYNTHESIS -- 
OUTLINE

Not done or 
extremely poorly 
done

Done, but many 
errors

Some errors In 
format but gen-
eral understand-
ing good

Few errors. Shows 
understanding of 
outline format

Very few if any errors. 
Excellent understand-
ing of outlining

SYNTHESIS -- 
PRODUCT

Disorganized 
product / presen-
tation or assign-
ment not done

Product done but 
organization and 
presentation only 
fair

Good product, 
good coverage, 
organization and 
presentation

Very good prod-
uct. Few problems 
in coverage, orga-
nization and pre-
sentation

Excellent product with 
excellent coverage, 
organization, and pre-
sentation

EVALUATION
Unable to identify 
deficiencies and 
unable to formu-
late an improve-
ment plan

Needed help to 
identify deficien-
cies and ways to 
improve

Identified most 
deficiencies and 
saw ways to 
improve

Identified defi-
ciencies and had a 
good improve-
ment plan

Identified problem 
areas and formulated 
an excellent improve-
ment plan



Name                                                  Class                         

PRODUCT EVALUATION
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POOR FAIR GOOD VERY 
GOOD EXCELLENT

OUTLINE Many, many 
errors or not 
turned in

Many errors, 
not complete

Incomplete and 
some errors

Complete with 
some errors

Complete, few 
errors

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not turned in or 
many, many 
errors

Many errors in 
form, punctua-
tion, alphabet-
izing, and/or 
hanging inden-
tion

Significant 
errors in form, 
punctuation, 
alphabetizing 
and/or hanging 
indention

Very few 
errors in form, 
punctuation, 
alphabetizing, 
and hanging 
indention

Correct form, 
punctuation, alpha-
betization, hanging 
indention

SOURCES

Inadequate in 
number and 
usage of rele-
vant sources

Number and 
variety of 
sources, rele-
vancy of 
sources fair

Adequate num-
ber and use of 
relevant 
sources

Very good 
variety and 
number of 
sources, most 
relevant

Excellent variety 
and use of relevant 
sources

OWN WORK
Very obviously 
copied. Little, 
if any, own 
work

Great deal 
seems copied

Some instances 
of copied mate-
r ial

Few if any 
instances that 
seem copied

All appears to be 
own words

ORGANIZATION
Confusing Weak or fairly 

confusing orga-
nization

Adequate orga-
nization, could 
be improved

Very well 
organized, 
minor problems

Excellent organiza-
tion

COVERAGE
Not turned in or 
very l i t t le cov-
erage

Superficial 
coverage of 
many areas

Good cover-
age, some 
areas not cov-
ered

Few if any 
areas missed, 
fairly thorough 
coverage

All areas covered 
thoroughly

WRITING - 
EASILY

UNDERSTOOD

Very Confusing Confusing in 
many places

Some places 
could be better

Few improve-
ments needed 
to be easily 
understood

Excellent, easily 
understood

GRAMMAR
Many, many 
errors in 
grammar or 
spelling

Many errors in 
grammar or 
spelling

Some errors in 
grammar and 
spelling

A few errors in 
grammar or 
spelling

One or two minor 
errors in grammar 
or spelling

PUNCTUATION
Many, many 
errors

Many errors Some errors A few errors One or two minor 
errors

NEATNESS Very sloppy Sloppy Could be better Quite neatly 
done

Extremely neat

ACCURACY
Little or no 
information 
correct

Many inaccura-
cies

Most informa-
tion correct

One or two 
inaccuracies

All information 
correct



Sample Bibliography

“Basic Obedience: Video Dog Training Course for the 
entire family.” “Teach Me, Please” Videocassette. 
Jean Smith, 2001.

Cramer, Richard Ben. “They Were Heroes, Too.” Parade 
Magazine April  1, 2001: 74-6.

“Dogs,” Encarta. CD ROM. Microsoft. 2002.

“Dogs,” World Book Encyclopedia.  2002 ed. 

Fichter, George S. Working Dogs. New York: Franklin 
Watts,  1979.

Jones, Diane. “Question: New Puppy!” questions@
     doggiedoor.com. 23 MAR 2000.

Jones, Robert. Interview. Chicago, Illinois: May 17, 2001.

Paintadosi-Ward, Yvette. “Raising a puppy for narcotics, 
search-and-rescue, cadaver, or patrol work.” Working 
Dog. 9 SEP 2002 <http://www.workingdogs.com/
doc0036.htm>.

Pinkwater, Jill, and D. Manus Pinkwater. Superpuppy: How 
to Choose, Raise, and Train the Best Possible Dog for 
You. New York: Seabury Press, c1977.
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SAMPLE OUTLINE

IRELAND

I. Government
   A. President
   B. Parliament
   C. Courts
   D. Armed Forces
II. People
   A. Ethnic Groups and Language
   B. Religion
   C. Customs
   D. Education
III. Geography
   A. Surface Features
       1. Mountains
       2. Coastline
   B. Rivers and Lakes
IV. Climate
V. Economy
VI. History      
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Using the Research Forms, Library Research Check 
Sheet and the Library Research Grading Criteria 

Sheet

While the forms included in the lesson materials can be used individually, the Library
Research Check Sheet ties together all the forms included in the lesson materials.   An effective
way of using the forms included in the lesson plan is to:

1. Make copies of the following forms:  Completed Library Research Check Sheet, Bull’s-Eye,
Sources Priority , Sources page, Notes page, Process Evaluation rubric, Product Evaluation
rubric, Bibliographic Form, Sample Bibliography, Sample Outline, and Research Grading
Criteria.  For ease in referring to the some of these, it is suggested that colored paper be used
for some of these pages: Bibliographic Form (blue), Sample Outline (green), Sample Bibli-
ography (yellow). Using the color system, it is easy to say, “We are going to be working on
bibliographic entries today.  Turn to the blue page.”

2. Glue a copy of the Library Research Check Sheet to the outside of a manila folder.  

3. With the folder open, the following sheets are stapled to the left side of the folder in the fol-
lowing order:  Bibliographic Form, Sample Bibliography, Sample Outline, Research Grading
Criteria.

4. On the inside of the folder on the right side, staple the following forms and some sheets of
paper in this order:  Bull’s-Eye, Sources Priority, Sources page, 3-6 Notes pages depending
upon the number of sources required by the assignment, 2 or more sheets of line paper for
the outline and bibliography, and the Product Evaluation and Process Evaluation rubrics.

Using this method of keeping the packet materials together,  provides an easy way of keeping
track of assignment papers, and the student has a visual method of tracking how well they are
performing, what assignments are due and and which ones are completed. Teachers who have used
this method have commented that it took hours off their grading time.

Library Research Check Sheet

The Library Research Check Sheet has been designed to enable the classroom teacher or
teacher librarian to indicate when the various parts of the research assignment are due and what
each assignment is worth.  Assignments have been grouped under the appropriate Big6TM step.
The classroom teacher or teacher librarian uses a copy of the form as a master and fills in the
due dates and point values for each item on the Research Check Sheet.  If, for instance, only 3
Notes pages are required, then the additional lines are crossed out.  Copies of the sheet are made
and given to each student.  

The Evaluation section includes a section for grading the use of class time.  It has been noted
that, many times, students will not work during class time allocated for the research assignment
saying, “I am going to work on it at home.”  Sometimes, an assignment is turned in that is beau-
tifully done, but could reflect extensive help from parents or outside sources.  To encourage stu-
dents to use class time, some classroom teachers may want to assign a significant point value for
use of class time so that a student who does not work during class research time cannot receive an
A or B.



Library Research Grading Criteria Sheet

Open disclosure statements are part of teaching.  Think of this sheet as the open disclosure
statement for each section of the Library Research Check Sheet.  Looking at this sheet tells stu-
dents what the classroom teacher or teacher-librarian is looking for when grading the item.  

For instance, under Use of Information, each Notes page is worth a specific number of points.
For this example, the Notes page is worth 10 points.  The bibliographic entry is worth 3 points
of the 10 points and is graded upon correct capitalization, punctuation, spelling and correct
form.  The use of the body of the form is worth 2 points and to earn those 2 points, keywords or
questions should appear on the left side of the line and the notes are done in short phrases or  sin-
gle words with sentences only used for quotations and those are marked with quotation marks.
Lastly, the amount of notes taken from the source is worth the remaining 5 points.  If a student
takes less than a half page of notes from an entire book on the subject, this may not show suffi-
cient notes taken from the source and the points awarded for sufficient notes will be less than the
five.

The area for coverage of topic has a space to indicate the minimum number of facts required.
While this may or may not prove useful on a high school level, for intermediate school or middle
school students, this has proved quite effective.  These students seem to think that if they have
used three sources and taken some notes from each, they are finished, but when asked how many
facts are required and how many they have, many realize that they need to go back to find addi-
tional information.    

For further information, feel free to contact us at alextrainers@companioncorp.com.



PRE-RESEARCH PLANNING

Teacher:                                                         Dates:                                     

                                                                      Periods:                                  

Research Topic:                                                                                            

                                     (Assignment sheet should be attached, if possible)

End Project/Criteria                                                                                    

                                                                                                                     

Due:                                                                                                              

Requirements:

             Kinds of Resources:                                                                         

             Number of Sources Required:                                                           

              Sources form    Yes          No                  Notes form        Yes              No 

             Bibliography     Yes         No               Outline             Yes            No

Librarian Involvement:

            Pre-research Resource Location:                                                        

            Teaching of Research Skills:                                                             

            During Research:                                                                               

                                                                                                                     

Computer Usage:

            Graphic Organizer (Brainstorming):                                                  

             Research:                                                                                         

             Presentation:                                                                                   

             Word Processing:                                                                             

Other Comments / Helpful Information:                                                        
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Name                                                                Class                                             

LIBRARY RESEARCH CHECK SHEET
                                                                        Points      Points
Date Due            Assignments                                            Possible   Earned     Signed

www.companioncorp.com

Task Definition

     Clarify assignment and its requirements

     Topics list,selected topic & rationale

     Bul l ’s -Eye

Information Seeking Strategies

     Sources Prior i ty  

     Paragraph on evaluationing sources

Location and Access

     Sources form 

Use of Information

     Source 1 - -  Notes

     Source 1 - -  Notes

     Source 1 - -  Notes

     Source 1 - -  Notes

     Source 1 - -  Notes

     Source 1 - -  Notes

Synthesis

     Outl ine of information, storyboard, etc.

     F ina l  product  - -  Meets  cr i ter ia    

          Completeness, Accuracy

          Ethical use of information

          Organization, Neatness

     Bibl iography

Evaluation

     Use of class time

     Process Evaluation & Improvement Plan

     Product Evaluation & Improvement Plan

                                       TOTALS



LIBRARY RESEARCH GRADING CRITERIA

                                                                                                                www.companioncorp.com

Points

Task Def in i t ion
     Restatement of assignment and its requirements

     Topic list and selection:  Topic must be relevant to the assignment and not too broad or too
          narrow.
     Brainstorming: Other subjects could be checked for information on the selected topic
          (First portion of Sources page)
     Bull’s-eye :Demonstrates thorough coverage of subtopics to  cover                                          

          Correct groupings of subtopics, sub-subtopics, etc.     

Information Seeking Strategies
     Sources Priority page demonstrates knowledge of applicable sources

     Paragraph discussing evaluating a source            

Location and Access
     Sources form:  Filled out completely with all spaces filled with information
          or marked “Not Found” or “Not Applicable” 
     Demonstrates thorough searching for sources pertinent to topic. 

Use of  Information
     Notes form:

          Bibliographic entry filled in and complete with correct capitalization, punctuation,
               spelling and correct form used. 
          Correct use of body of the form -- key words or questions used, notes done in short
               phrases, NO SENTENCES unless a quotation. 
          Sufficient notes taken from source.          

Synthesis
     Outline: Correct use of Roman and Arabic numerals, uppercase and lowercase letters.  

          Consistency in using words and phrases or sentences.

     Bibliography:

          Alphabetical listing

          Indented correctl

          Lines skipped between entries and NOT NUMBERED 

          Entries complete and correctly done (punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and order. 

     Final Product: How well were the criteria of the assignment met?

          Completeness, Accuracy   

          Ethical use of information   

          At least _________facts used / given 

Evaluation
     Use of time:  On task, worked during class time, etc.         

     Process Evaluation  and Improvement Plan: 
          Demonstrates honest evaluation of use of the process                                                       
          Improvement plan reflects evaluation results, logical and complete                 
     Product Evaluation  and Improvement Plan 
          Demonstrates hones evaluation of product          
          Improvement plan reflects evaluation results, logical and complete            
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